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Hello! I am Shyam Karri, a 
watercolor enthusiast , exploring 
deeper dimensions of life and 
expressing the harmony that I
seek through  watercolors .



The process is exhilarating 
and puts one on toes and 
compels one to remain 
attentive at any given 
moment and lets one    
dabble between 
control and ‘no control’, 
Mind and heart,
Rationality and intuition.  



“Effort is the mind’s 
way and effortlessness is 
of the heart”



I enjoy watching! Watching 
ordinary life on the streets. I 
realize that all that visual 
information tickles my subconscious 
mind, which indeed urges me to 
laugh it out through strokes. 
Through the practice, I am 
learning to let water do the job, 
allow things to unfold on their 
own and become a mere spectator 
of the dynamic surprises that 
watercolor brings out.



The best part is allowing the 
water do the job.



Breathing in inspiration from landscapes











Space

I would love to let the viewer
Relax over the emptiness in 
the canvas, contrasting the 
buzz of information all 
around, the space allows one 
to connect to the subject 
instantly and urges one to 
complete the story on their 
own and attach with the 
work in their own way.
I always feel my works are 
half done and waiting to be 
complete in your imagination.



1 ACCEPTANCE



2 LONGING 



3 COMMUNION 



5 MA

4 MYTH MET REALITY 



6 TRUST 



7 BASAVANNA 



9 TWINNED 

8 ONE NOON 



10 BLISS   

11 IN HER PRESENCE 

12 OVER THE NOISES



14

13 INVISIBLE THREAD 



16 LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT 

15 CHITTI  



17 TEASE 



18 CO EXISTANCE 



19 JUST BEFORE THE RAIN



20 HONESTLY 



21 SISTERS   



22 ZEN MASTER 

23 ZEN PRACTICE



24 A PERSPECTIVE  



25 CHASING JOY 

26 NEVER AWAY  



27 NO OTHER END 

28 CHOICELESS AWARENESS 



29 TICKLED HEAD 



30 ENCOUNTER  



32 GRACE ON A WALK

31 NOT EVERYOTHER DAY 



CANVAS PRINTS



Printed on canvas

Limited edition high
quality  prints,
over best tough cotton
Canvas, stretched in
Chill pine and elegant
Box framing 





























great joy in 
watching art
reaching hands 
that cherish 
forever.





Prices
Choose any painting from
The catalogue and mention
The size that you are 
looking for.

Size          Price

12 x 18 inch         2,500 rs

18 x 24 inch         4,200 rs

24 x 33 inch         6,300 rs

Note: 
Price includes framing and shipping
within India.
Discounts for bulk orders, gifting.
Get mockups and artist suggestions



Kinetic

I intend to let subject 
tickle the viewer. Carefully 
narrate the sensory stimuli 
in a way that one 
Experiences the subtle play 
Of energies within, as they 
become part of the 
canvas, one might feel the 
urge to romance with the 
space around. That’s 
exactly when the picture 
starts living through us.  



LETTING GO 

JOY IN THE AIR

MONSOON RUSH 

33

34

35



ONE WITH THE WIND 

TRANSCEND

36

37



PARADISE 

DESTINY UNKNOWN 

38

39



FROZEN MOMENT 40

41 THE CENTER 

SUPER CONSCIOUS 42



43 GET HIT    

44 ANTI GRAVITY    



46 LEAP OF FAITH 

45 GLIDE 



Enigma

I enjoy making the viewer
Experience the mysterious 
geometry that water creates, 
freezing the flow of water 
through colors, thereby the 
texture tickles not just the 
sense of ‘vision’ but the 
sensory system as a whole.

Tiny details of the mysterious 
geometry that water creates 
are celebrated as they were 
perceived empirically.



47 THE MYSITIC 

48 ZEN GARDEN 



49 WONDER 

50 MIRROR  



51 THE SEARCH 

52 MARCH PAST  



53 TO THE WORLD WITHIN

54 MAGICAL WINDOW



55 EMBRACED 

56 WHEN SKY KISSED THE EARTH 



57 IN THAT ABODE 



58 RESONANCE



59 HOLIDAY HOME 

60 INDIGO WORLD



61 NOT TWO  

62 DREAMS



65 SACRED BATH

63 TINY HELP 

64 LOTUS POND 



66 SCHOOL EVERYWHERE 

67 TWO FLOWERS



68 REVISIT

69 631 DROPS 



70 ADALAJ STEPWELL 

71 JODHPUR BLUES 



72 A WALK TO REMEMBER 

73 NEIGHBORHOOD

74 AWAKENING 
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within India.
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Shyam, your work is just spectacular to put it 

simply. I have seen a lot of art by a lot of 

artists in many places and galleries including 

Jehangir, Chitrakala Parishad, State gallery of 

art and lots of art galleries in US and Europe. 

I would say that your work is easily among 

the best that I’ve seen. Normally when one 

sees art by a single artist, one can pick 

favourites (unless they’re so close and 

similar). But with your repertoire it would be 

impossible to select a favourite. A blind pick 

would still be amazing! Your wide variety of 

themes span across animals, humans, 

landscapes and so on. So you’ve covered 

everything there! In terms of depth, each of 

your creation has a story! You’ve not just 

captured people or animals or scenes. You’ve 

captured moments, emotions, slices of life 

and reflections! In terms of your style, your 

approach of less speaking so much more is 

amazing! You’ve used blank spaces so 

effectively that whatever you’ve painted 

stands out speaking volumes! You’ve said 

you’ve let the water do the job, which shows 

your modesty! You have chosen to lead the 

water to do a fantastic job! Love the choice of 

your colours- they’re so realistic, life-like and 

again relying on the strokes to talk rather than 

the colours dominate. I can go on about each 

one of your creations, if I had the time. God 

bless you with lots of inspiration, good luck 

and success!  - Mrs. Geetha Pisupati



Thank you

shyamkarri.in
Email:  mail@shyamkarri.in

Phone: 9550523699

Instagram- shyamkarri.in  
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